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1. INTRODUCTION
The current document aims to present a subset of the S2R-IP4 reference ontology that is relevant
for booking and ticketing functions.
Ontology is used to capture knowledge about some domain of interest. The domain of interest of
S2R-IP4 is focused on a multimodal travel combining several modes of transport, several operators
in several countries. Now that the domain is knew, is necessary a formal representation of the
domain’s knowledge by a set of concepts and the relationships between those concepts. In other
words, ontology provides a vocabulary that is shared among the involved stakeholders which can
be used as a model. Having a shared model make understand the formal definitions of concepts
and their relationship as a basis for a common understanding.
The represented ontology used in S2R-IP4 program started with IT2Rail project (Information
Technology for Shift to Rail). It was the first stage of subsequent multiple projects aiming to give to
traveller full control of the door-to-door travel experience across transport modes and services. The
ontology defined in IT2Rail was afterwards inherited by the subsequent IP4 projects
(ATTRACkTIVE, Co-Active), and was “cleaned” and refined in an early stage of the projects, to be
used as starting point and to be updated during the projects life.
The present document is based on a template provided by CONNECTIVE that wants to identify
needs from ATTRACkTIVE and Co-Active in order to propose an updated IP4 reference ontology
by the end of both projects. This document is focused at identifying the ontologies relevant for
TD4.3 (Co-Active WP2). Although at a software level the ontologies are managed using OWL
language (Web Ontology Language) and are created using Protege-OWL editor, for the exercise of
identifying changes to the IP4 ontology at WP level, the document proposes to represent them
through a simplified and more visual approach, easier to understand by non-experts on ontology:



On one side, the document presents diagrams that depict a visual representation of the TD
ontology, including main terms involved and relations among them
It is complemented by a table that includes the glossary terms identified in the project (terms
and definitions), that are represented in the diagrams. In addition, it includes a column to
show the relation with previous IT2Rail concepts.

Finally, the documents include an Annex, where other ontologies and data models used in the
projects are also represented (such as the one that represents IT2Rail main interfaces and TRIAS
model). The S2R-IP4 ontology has taken into account these concepts, and CONNECTIVE project is
mapping the relations among them and the S2R-IP4 model, that will be evolved in subsequent
projects.
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2. BOOKING & TICKETING ONTOLOGY
As described in the introduction section the following schema illustrates a visual representation of the
ontology proposed for IP4, and in particular the parts applicable for the Booking & Ticketing processes
(TD4.3-WP2).
The schema shown in the present section is the representation of the module of B&T taking into
account the terms and their relations.
This representation of the ontology has been obtained from:



Data models and interfaces in IT2Rail involved in B&T (see IT2Rail ontology in Annex 1).
Adaptations linked to Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE deployments, including also the review of
the glossary made in these projects, as well as TRIAS interfaces used.
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Figure 1: B&T Shift2Rail Ontology's Schema
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3. BOOKING & TICKETING TERMS
An explicit description of the terms show in the previous paragraph through the schema are
represented in the following table. It contains, in addition, terms which are not contained in the model
but they are related with those terms and are essential to fully understand the domain of interest.
This table includes only the terms described in the glossary that are relevant to understand B&T. In
the last column it is specified if the definition of the term was created in IT2Rail and it is maintained
without changes in S2R-IP4 projects, if it has been a new term added in the S2R projects (such as
“Ancillary Service”, or if the term was included in IT2Rail but its use in the ontology is different (for
example in the case of “Travel Solution”).
The following information should be taken into account in order to fill the columns of the following
table:


Term: it is the concept to be analysed, that has been already included in ATT/COA internal
glossary.



Description: it is the meaning of the term adapting to the Work Package environment. Both
Term and Description are supposed to be copied from the glossary document, but it is
expected that during the preparation of this document those definitions can be updated if
needed.



Relations: they are the other terms which have relation with the one that is being managed. It
can be represented with arrows in the previous diagram (e.g.: OfferItem -> TravelEpisode) or
it could be another term from the glossary that helps to understand the term (e.g.: Accounting
-> Transaction).



Terms described in S2R and its relation with other ontologies: this column presents the
inheritance of the concept or if it is a new term of the ontology. The schema below presents a
flow of questions that could help to fill this field, including a wording proposal to express each
situation, but, of course, each term could have its particularity and they have to be shown in
this field:

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4
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Figure 2: Flow decisional diagram B&T
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Term

Description

Relations

Additional
Info

Entity related to OfferItem with
auxiliary data such as sales
conditions, the provider that
provides this route (Travel
Shopper) and other relevant
information provided by the
Provider.

 OfferItem

Address

Location identifies with its
street, number and country.

 Location

Provider

 StopPlace

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
This term has been included in S2R-IP4
ontology in order to set all the supplementary
information regarding its related entity
OfferItem provided by the Provider.

 This term has been included in S2R-IP4
ontology but it was used in IT2Rail for data
exchange.

 Place
After sales

Ancillary
Services

After Sales refers to a
collection
of
transactions
(ticket cancellation, refund,
exchange,
modification,
revalidation etc.) which share
the fact that they can only be
performed on Issued and paid
for Entitlements.

 Entitlement

Ancillary Services are side
Products which are bound to
transportation Products in an
Offer.

 Price

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

 AdditionalInfo

 TravelEpisode

 This term has been included in S2R-IP4
ontology.
 Regarding exchange of data, for the moment,
it is inside a field into the related entity
AdditionalInfo.

 This term has been included in S2R as an
entity because it already existed as a concept
in IT2Rail

 Token
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Term

Description
An Arrival is a Transport
Event, occurring, or planned
to occur at a specific Arrival
Date Time and Stop Place.

 Offer

Arrival Date
Time

The date and time
associated with the
that marks the actual
planned end of a
Episode.

 Offer

Barcode

A barcode is a machinereadable optical label that
contains information about
the item to which it is
attached.

Arrival

Concessions

values
Arrival
and/or
Travel

People get concessions under
two scenarios: 1. Where,
because they buy something,
they get reduced ticket prices;
and 2. Because of a ‘natural’
feature of the person (their
age, where they live, their
employment status) they are
entitled to reduced ticket price.

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology

Relations

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail

 TravelEpisode



This term has been inherited from IT2Rail

 TravelEpisode

 AncillaryService
 TravelEpisode
 Entitlement
 Price
 AdditionalInfo
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 Regarding exchange of data, the name is
Payload and it is inherited from IT2Rail.


 This term has been included in S2R-IP4
ontology
 Regarding exchange of data, it could be
described in two fields into the AdditionalInfo
entity:
fareDescription
or
SalesConditionalInternalreference
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Term

Description

Consumption

Process of using a Fare
Product, during the validation
process. Consumption context
and data are used for business
analytics
and
inspection
process.

 Token

These preferences depend on
the context in which the travel
develops; therefore, they are
tailored to apply to all the
situations of a certain type
(e.g.: leisure vs. working trip,
airplane vs. train, temporary
impairment or others). Some of
these preferences (C*) are
connected to travels and travel
habits and can be accounted
for by the Travel Companion
whenever a given context is
active.

 Passenger

Is a product that is absolutely
required
to
achieve
an
itinerary. Without a critical
product, the travel cannot be
purchased.

 Passenger

Contextual
Preferences
(C)

Critical
Product

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

Relations

 Entitlement

 TripPreference

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail
and it is described in the S2R-IP4 glossary
 In the data exchange it is described with the
status field into the related entities Token and
Entitlement
 This term has been included in S2R-IP4
glossary and, regarding exchange of data, it
is a set of preferences related to a specific
passenger when he has activate a specific
profile or when they has been used for a
specific travel.
 In S2R-IP4 ontology, this term runs into
TripPreferences.

 Preferences
 Entitlement

 This term has been inserted in S2R-IP4
ontology but only as a constant no depending
on the passenger for the moment. It must be
change in the next steps of the project.

 Token
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Term

Description

Relations

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology

Customer

Role of a Person who makes
the payment for an offer and is
a party (a person or an
organization) to a contractual
agreement concluded with a
Transport Service Provider.
The Customer performs a
mobility request, selects one or
several segments to create
their trip and pays for their
booking(s).

 Offer

 This conceptual term has been inherited from
IT2Rail

Departure

A Departure is a Transport
Event, occurring, or planned to
occur at a specific Departure
Date Time and Stop Place.

 Offer

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail

Departure
Date Time

The date and time values
associated with the Departure,
which marks the actual and/or
planned start of a Travel
Episode.

 Offer

Destination

A Destination is a Location
marking the logical end of the
Itinerary.

 Offer

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

 TravelEpisode

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail

 TravelEpisode

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail

 TravelEpisode
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Term

Description

Relations
 TravelEpisode

Effective
Time

Is the duration of segment.

Embodiment

An Embodiment is a physical
medium containing one or
more Token(s). Examples are
paper tickets, magnetic-stripe
tickets,
chip
cards,
smartphones.

 Token

Emissions

Gases or other polluting
products discharged into the
environment as a result of the
vehicle movement

 TravelEpisode

Entitlement

Entitlement is the digital record
representing
the
rights
(license) to travel. It contains
all necessary information for a
Passenger to get access to the
transportation systems.

 Token

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.
 Regarding exchange of data, it is described
into the field duration inside the related entity
TravelEpisode.

 Entitlement

 This conceptual term has been inherited from
IT2Rail.

 Ticket

 This term has been included in S2R-IP4
ontology but regarding exchange of data, it
was used in IT2Rail.
This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 OfferItem
 Passenger
 Embodiment
 Provider
Ticket

Entitlement
number

This is a unique ID, which is
associated
to
a
given
entitlement.
S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

 Entitlement

This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 UniqueID
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Term

Description

FareProduct

Is a set of FareRule(s) and
parameter(s) which are applied
together. Allows the use of a
TransportService.



Product



FareRule



Token

Is instantiated in a Token when
issued

 TransportService

Is a description of how to
compute the Price, validity and
consumption of a FareProduct
offered on a TravelEpisode.



Price



FareProduct

An amount of money paid for a
particular right or service.

 Tax

FareRule

Fees

Relations

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology

 TravelEpisode

 Price
 TravelEpisode

 This term has been included in S2R-IP4
ontology.
Regarding exchanges of data, it is described
with an entity Tax

 Offer
 OfferItem
GeoCode

Each of three lines (altitude,
latitude and longitude) whose
intersection determinates the
geographical
point
of
a
location.

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

 Location
 Place
 StopPlace
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Term
Global
Quotation

Description
Total quotation of an Offer.

Relations
 Price
 Tax
 Offer
 Quotation

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
This term has been inherited from IT2Rail
conceptually but in S2R-IP4 ontology and
regarding exchange of data, it is described in
the fields Price and Tax inside the related
entity Offer.

 AncillaryService
Guaranteed
Price Offer

Is an Offer where all booked
Offer Item(s)’s Price(s) are
guaranteed by the provider(s).

 Provider
 Price
 Offer

This term has been inherited from IT2Rail but
in S2R-IP4 and regarding exchange of data,
it is described into a field inside the related
AdditionalInfo entity.

 OfferItem
 Tax
 AdditionalInfo
Identification

Recognition of a Customer or a
Passenger in order to provide
him with a personalized
process.

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

 Passenger

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.
Regarding exchange of data, it is described
with fields inside the related entity Passenger
as for each provider (code) as a unique user
in the environment (docId + docType).
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Term
Inventory
Lock

Description

Relations

A
temporary
holding
of
inventory making it unavailable
to other processes.

 Offer

 This term has been inserted in S2R-IP4
ontology conceptually but it already was used
in IT2Rail.

 OfferItem
 TravelEpisode
 Passenger


Itinerary

Location

Regarding exchange of data, it is described
with the status fields into the related entities.

Provider

An itinerary defines the
Departure and Arrival places
and associated Departure and
Arrival times used for the
realization of a travel.

 Offer

An itinerary is a set of not
overlapping journeys.

 Arrival

A specific position or point in
physical space. Location has
geographical coordinates. It
could be a Stop Point, a Stop
Place, a Point of Interest or an
Address.

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology

This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 Departure
 Departure
Time


Arrival
Time

Date

Date

 StopPlace

This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 Address
 Departure
 Destination
 Arrival

Mileage

Is the number
covered.

of

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

miles



TravelEpisode
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Term
Offer

OfferItem

Description
An Offer is a collection of
OfferItems associated with a
specific itinerary choosen by
the traveller.

 Passenger

An OfferItem is the smallest
bookable part of an Offer
bound with a specific Travel
Service Provider.

 Additional
Information

The collection of OfferItem
composes an Offer for an
itinerary.

Origin

Relations

An Origin is a Location
marking the logical start of the
Itinerary or of a travel
segment.

 OfferItem.
 StopPlace

 Provider

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
 In IT2Rail exists various concepts related to it
(e.g. bookedOffer). Those concepts have
been kept from the glossary of S2R-IP4.
 In S2R-IP4 ontology, regarding exchange of
data, it has been simplified in this unique
entity where the stage of the process is
described into the status field instead of
describing it by different terms.
 In IT2Rail exists various concepts related to it
(e.g. ItineraryOfferItem). Those concepts
have been kept from the glossary of S2R-IP4.

 Offer

 In S2R-IP4 ontology, regarding exchange of
data, it has been simplified in this unique
entity where the stage of the process is
described into the status field instead of
describing it by different terms.

 StopPlace

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 Entitlement
 Travel Episode

 Departure
 TravelEpisode
 Offer

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4
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Term
Passenger

Payload

Payment

Description
Using the Personal Application
on the internet enabled device
or physical tokens access to
the transport network; they go
from a point A to a point B
through one or more Transport
Service Providers vehicles.

Relations
 Offer

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
This term has been inherited from IT2Rail
and partially updated in order to adapt it to
the new concepts in the environment.

 Entitlement
 TripPreferences


ProviderIdentific
ation

Is a collection of bytes
meaning that a token can be
used for validation. In the
context of the Shift2Rail
Ecosystem, it contains the
User ID and Booked Offers.

 Token

 This conceptual term has been included in
S2R-IP4 ontology.

Is the act of paying.

 Issuing Bank

Regarding exchange of data, this term has
been inherited from IT2Rail.

 Acquiring Bank

 This conceptual term has been included in
S2R-IP4 ontology.

 Accounting
 Credit
billing

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4
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Term
Payment
Details

Description
Is the detailed data that can be
used to perform the payment
process depending on the
PaymentMean(s).

Relations
 Payment
 Issuing Bank
 Accounting
 Acquiring Bank
 Credit
billing

Card

 Transaction

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
 This term has been included in S2R-IP4
ontology
 Regarding exchange of data, the information
related to the payment between the Provider
and the Retailer has been described in the
Transaction, VCC and VCCDetails entities.
The information related to the customer
payment in described in the properly field in
the Offer.

 VCC
 VCCDetails
 Offer
Planned
Arrival

Refers to arrival information,
which is planned before
travelling, such as: date, time,
StopPlace.

 StopPlace
 Arrival
 TravelEpisode
 Offer
 Arrival
Time

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail
conceptually but in S2R-IP4 ontology
regarding exchanges of data it is described in
the related fields into the properly entity
(Offer or TravelEpisode)

Date

 Destination

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4
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Term

Description

Planned
Departure

Refers
to
departure
information, which is planned
before travelling, such as:
date, time, StopPlace.

Relations
 StopPlace
 Departure
 TravelEpisode
 Offer
 Departure
Time

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail
conceptually but in S2R-IP4 ontology
regarding exchanges of data it is described in
the related fields into the properly entity
(Offer or TravelEpisode).

Date

 Origin
Point
Interest
(POI)

Preference

of

POI is a Location that holds
relevant information for a travel
or which may be of Interest for
a traveller during his journey.

 StopPlace

Is
the
Traveller-related
information that represents its
travel-related
needs
and
wishes.

 Passenger

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

 Location

 This conceptual term has been inherited from
IT2Rail.

 Place

 TripPreferences
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Term

Description

Price

Is the monetary value for a
Product.

Relations
 Price

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 Tax
 TravelEpisode
 OfferItem
 AncillaryService
 Offer
 Product
 Passenger


Product

Is a travel-related, purchasable
Service or Good supplied by a
service provider.

Provider

 TravelEpisode
 OfferItem

This term has been inherited from IT2Rail but
only conceptually.

 Offer
 Provider

Proof
Payment

of

Is evidence that Paying has
already been made or will be
made in the future.

Passenger

 Payment
 Provider
 Passenger


S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

 This conceptual term has been included in
S2R-IP4 ontology.
Regarding exchange of data it is included in
the related entity Transaction

Transaction
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Term
Provider

Quotation

Description

Relations

A Travel Service Provider
(TSP) is a company providing
travel services. TSP includes
the transportation (on-board
vehicles) and possibly services
that are not transport but
connected to it – either at the
beginning or during the travel,
like the access to a lounge or
trip tracking – or at the end of
the trip, like the access to after
sales services.

 Identification

Pricing of the offer

 Offer

 OfferItem
 AdditionalInfo

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
 In IT2Rail exists various concepts related to it
(e.g. bookingProvider). Those concepts have
been kept from the glossary of S2R-IP4.
In S2R-IP4 ontology, regarding exchange of
data, they have been simplified in this unique
entity where main differences are described
in its related entity called additional Info.

This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 Price
 Tax


Passenger

Reference

Data linked or related to other
one.

 TravelEpisode

This term has been inserted in S2R-IP4
ontology in order to use it for including
needed additional information that has not
been managed yet. In IT2Rail, it was used
into exchanges of data.

Refund

After sales process that allow a
customer to get his money
back in accordance with the
sales
policies
and
the
provisions of the entitlement.

 Provider

This conceptual term has been inherited from
IT2Rail.

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

 OfferItem
 Offer
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Term

Description

Reservation

Reservation is the allocation of
named Facilities associated
with a Product.

Relations
 Product
 OfferItem

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
This conceptual term has been inherited from
IT2Rail.

 Provider
 TravelEpisode
 Passenger
 Offer
Revenue

Revenue is the amount of
money that is brought into a
company by its business
activities.

 Payment
 OfferItem

This term has been inherited from IT2Rail but
it has been implemented in S2R environment.

 Price
 Provider

Route Link

An element of a Route that
connects a pair of contiguous
Stop Place(s) of the Route that
will be performed with a
vehicle.

 TravelEpisode

This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 Departure
 Arrival
 Origin
 Destination

Sales
Conditions

Is a subset of terms and
conditions
specifying
the
conditions to be allowed to
book an OfferItem.

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4

 OfferItem
 Additionalnfo

This term has been included conceptually in
S2R-IP4 ontology but, regarding exchange of
data, it is inherited from IT2Rail.

 Provider
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Term
Stop Place

Description
Is
an
element
of
the
Infrastructure where Vehicle(s)
may
stop
and
where
Traveller(s) may board or
leave Vehicle(s).
In most of the cases, a stop
place has means to control the
access to the transportation
system.

Stop
Type

Place

Indicates the type of transport
the start and arrive in a stop
place.

Relations
 Location

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
 This term is inherited from IT2Rail.

 Departure
 Destination
 Arrival
 Offer
 OfferItem
 TravelEpisode

 StopPlace

 In IT2Rail it was defined as a concept for
each stop place (e.g. Airport).
 In S2R-IP4 glossary is kept these IT2Rail
concepts.
 In S2R-IP4 ontology (exchange of data), it
has been simplified in the same concept with
a list of possible values (type within stop
place).

Stop Point

The physical point at which
passengers board or alight
from Vehicle(s).

 StopPlace
 Arrival

 This conceptual term has been included in
S2R-IP4 ontology.

 Departure
 Origin
 Destination
S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4
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Term
Tax

Description
Part of the Price of a Travel
related to charges and duties.

Relations
 Offer
 OfferItem

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
 This term has been included conceptually in
S2R-IP4 but regarding exchanges of data, it
is inherited from IT2Rail.

 TravelEpisode
 Price
 Quotation
Terms and
Conditions

Terms and Conditions refer to
the rules and provisions that
can be applied to any type of
product.

 Offer

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 OfferItem
 AncillaryService
 AfterSales
 SalesConditions
 TravelEpisode
 Provider
 Passenger
 Payment

Ticket

An
artefact
covering
entitlement, embodiment and
token.

 Embodiment
 Entitlement

 This conceptual term has been inherited from
IT2Rail.

 Token
 Payload

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4
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Term
Ticket
Limit

Time

Description
Time limit by which entitlement
generation must occur before
that inventory synchronization
is un-done, and the requested
capacity/availability lost.

Relations

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology

 Entitlement

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 Token

 Regarding exchange of data, this term has
been included in specific field into the related
entity Entitlement.

 Embodiment
 Ticket
 Payload

Token

A Token is a proprietary
instantiation of an entitlement.
It is used by TSP to perform
their operations.

 Entitlement

This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 Ticket
 Payload
 Embodiment
 Provider


Transaction

Exchange or transfer of goods,
services, or funds

Passenger

 Payment

This term has been included in S2R-IP4
ontology.

 Provider
 OfferItem
 Offer
 Passenger


S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4
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Term

Description

Relations

Transport

A category of travel that refers
to on-board vehicle travel.



Transportatio
n Service

Service (Flight, Rail ...) that
provides transportation on a
TravelEpisode.

 Transport Mode

Provider

 Provider
TravelEpisode

Transport
Mode

Identify
the
type
of
transportation for a specific
segment offered by the travel
service provider.

 Provider
 OfferItem

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
This conceptual term has been inserted in
S2R-IP4 ontology.

 This conceptual term has been inserted in
S2R-IP4 ontology.
Regarding exchange of data, it is inherited
from IT2Rail and inserted in a specific field
into the related entities Provider and
TravelEpisode.
 In IT2Rail it was defined as a concept for
each transport mode (e.g. Air transport
mode).
 In S2R-IP4 glossary is kept these IT2Rail
concepts.
 In S2R-IP4 ontology (exchange of data), it
has been simplified in the same concept with
a list of possible values (type within Provider
related to OfferItem).
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Term
Travel

Description
Generic term without any
technical
assumptions,
referring to the combination of
services
provided
to
a
customer between a physical
origin
and
a
physical
destination. Travel includes
transport (on-board vehicles),
as well as possible transfer
between
modes,
possibly
services which are offered
during the trip out of vehicles,
and possibly non-transport
services which are proposed at
either end of the trip from A to
B.

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4
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Term
Travel
Episode

Description
Part of itinerary, characterized
by Departure and Arrival
consisting of an ordered
sequence
of
RouteLinks
operated with the same
vehicle.

Relations
 Departure
 Arrival
 Origin

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
This term has been inherited from IT2Rail but
it has been modified in order to summarize
the whole information itself instead of using
other entities.

 Destination
 AncillaryService
 Emission
 Token
 Duration
 Mileage


Travel
Episode End
Point

A Travel Episode Endpoint is a
Stop Place at which a Travel
Episode starts or ends.

Token

 Departure
 Arrival
 Origin
 Destination

This term has been inherited at conceptual
level from IT2Rail but regarding exchange of
data, it has been deleted and linked directly
to the StopPlace in order to simplify the
ontology in S2R-IP4.

 TravelEpisode
 StopPlace


S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4
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Term

Description

Relations

Travel
Solution

Solution provided to the
customer answering its travel
need.

 Offer

Traveller

The Traveller (see also
“Passenger” when on-board a
vehicle) is the person making a
travel in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the
entitlement(s).

 Passenger

A set of linked segments of an
offer.

 Offer

Trip

 Passenger

 Entitlement

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology
 This term has been inherited at conceptual
level from IT2Rail but regarding exchange of
data, it has been deleted and linked directly
to the Offer in order to simplify the ontology in
S2R-IP4.
 This conceptual term has been inherited from
IT2Rail.

 Offer

 OfferItem

 This conceptual term has been inherited from
IT2Rail.

 TravelEpisode
 Passenger
UniqueID

This identifies unambiguously
a person in the whole
Shift2Rail ecosystem.

S2R-COA-WP2-D2.4
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Term
Unlimited
Supply
Product

Description
A Product whose supply is not
constrained by the Product
Provider and is assumed to
have unlimited Availability.

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology

Relations
 Product
 Provider

 This conceptual term has been inherited from
IT2Rail.

 Ticket Time Limit
 Offer
 OfferItem
 TravelEpisode

UserID

A unique string of characters
identifying a specific user. This
unique identification will be
helpful to identify a user for
different kinds of operations
and on each of his devices.

 Passenger

 This term has been inserted conceptually in
S2R-IP4 ontology but it has been inherited
from IT2Rail regarding exchange of data.

UUID

Universally Unique Identifier:
see UserID.





Validation
Transaction

Is the data describing a Token
alteration by an AccessSystem
at a given date and time.

 Validation

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail but
only conceptually. Regarding exchange of
data, the needed terms must be added.

 Date
 Provider
 Token
 Entitlement
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Term
Vehicle

Virtual
Credit Card

Virtual
Payment

Wallet

Description

Relations

Is a machine that transports
Passenger(s)
during
a
TravelEpisode

 Passenger

Form of payment valid for
retailers within the ecosystem
to fulfil payments towards
TSPs for any booking. Virtual
credit cards generated work in
the same fashion as “plastic”
credit cards and are branded
by schemes (i.e. MasterCard),
have 16 digits, expiration date
and CVV.

 Payment

Functionally exposed within
the ecosystem for retailers to
generate a valid form of
payment to pay suppliers.
Users of this component will
also be able to delete Virtual
credit
cards
previously
created.

 Virtual
Card

Technical component that will
store customer / traveller
preferences, itineraries and
entitlements.

 Offer

Terms described in S2R and its relation
with IT2Rail ontology

 TravelEpisode

 Transaction

 This term has been included in S2R-IP4
ontology.

 OfferItem
 Provider

Credit

 This conceptual term has been included in
S2R-IP4 ontology.

 Payment
 Provider
 OfferItem

 This term has been inherited from IT2Rail.

 Entitlement
 Passenger
 TripPreferences
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Term
Zone

Description
A set of stop places sharing a
common set of business rules.
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4. ANNEX
This Annex includes, as a reference for the B&T ontology:




IT2Rail class diagrams related to B&T
Class diagrams of TRIAS
Reference to FSM, that will be one of the standards considered for future updates of the B&T
ontology

Booking and Ticketing Class diagram from IT2RAIL
The following B&T diagram is the visualization of the ontology as designed in the previous project
IT2Rail, representing in a single schema the request and response.

.
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Figure 3: IT2Rail Booking & Ticketing
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Booking and Ticketing Class diagram used in TRIAS
The interfaces TRIAS was defined to specify services that are used as a background system
between mobile apps and public transport vehicles, and between portal and journey planning
systems. They are intended to foster interaction with passengers, who should receive the best quality
information. There are, however, services by which passengers have to be active themselves, so for
example when requesting a specific stop or planning a trip.
TRIAS defines a uniform interfaces between backend Journey Planning / Offer Building Platforms
and Travel Companions but can be used between multiple backend systems as well. It was not
designed for Booking, Payment and Ticketing purposes. Nevertheless it contains extendable data
structures for that.
Within Co-Active we analysed and extended TRIAS in order to cover a set of data structures for
Booking, Payment and Ticketing functionalities but no additional services were developed.
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Figure 4: TRIAS
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Booking and Ticketing Class diagram used in FSM
For future updates of the B&T ontology, other standards will be considered, starting with FSM.
The Full Service Model (FSM) is outlined within the TAP Phase One project description
document issued by the Project Team on 21st June 2011 and is intended to set the bench mark
for rail data exchange standards covering the end-to-end traveller process for rail in Europe. It
should be noted that this may help influence the global direction of such standards.
It will build on the outputs of the other activities of the TAP Phase One project in order to extend
their benefit so as to address the full scope of a traveller’s needs when considering, planning
and booking a rail journey, and travelling across Europe’s railways.
The next figure shows how FSM is well addressed to Booking & Ticketing, and more other
topics. It will be analysed in other CFM projects in order to update the IP4 ontology.
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Figure 5: FSM Topics
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5. CONCLUSION
The document reflects the ontology for Booking & Ticketing in IP4 environment, in Co-Active
project. The aim of this document was to explain and describe how Booking & Ticketing
concepts have been developed.
The use of Data modelling was very helpful to represent interaction between concepts. This
document is also linked to the glossary to help the definition of each concept.
This deliverable is strongly linked to the Booking & Ticketing Specification. The FREL version is
the last one for Co-Active and opens new perspectives for next project like MaaSive.

END OF DOCUMENT
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